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Petrified Media

in progress

cross-section of an iPhone battery heated to 1200ºC

This project explores a speculative future of contemporary electronic waste as it becomes
petrified into the stratigraphic record of the planet. Drawing on the contemporary
geological debate around the Anthropocene, particualrly writing by Kathryn Yusoff & Jan
Zalaseiwicz on the Technofossil, the work seeks to materialise a now probable scenario in
which digital media technologies become interred as part of our geological trace, their
high concentrations of rare metals combining to form new minerals that will evidence our
technological civilisation long after its demise.
The work is being made while on a residency at Bristol University’s School of Earth
Sciences employing the geological equipment used to synthesise conditions beneath the
earth’s crust. A recently obsolete iPhone 5 was sliced into several cross-sections, each of
which heated to a different temperature. These samples are then imaged and analysed
using a scanning electron microscope to locate the raw materials found in the phone’s
components. The geologist’s methodology is applied to a hypothetical artefact of a
projected future.

crystals growing on a section of iPhone heated to 1100ºC

To Photograph a Rock

(2020)

Micrograph of a fragment of molten iPhone.
above and right: stills from video work

This video, commissioned by the School of Earth Sciences at Bristol University, is constructed around a
short text of theoretical reflections on the volcanological experiments that I have observed while artist
in residence with their Disequilibrium project. Taking the imaging and visual analysis technologies used
as its basis, the video draws comparisons between the earth processes simulated in the labs and the
technical processes involved in the manufacture of a digital camera: comparing the furnace used to
study magma with those used to bake semiconductors.
The work considers the continuous presence of silica and silicon throughout the scientists’ experiments, both as earth media - the silicates pyroxene and
plagioclase in magma - and as technical media - the camera sensors and computer chips used to image these samples and analyse the results. Silicon is
then both the subject of the experiment and the instrument used to study it, the substance through which both magma and data flow. Minerals processed
into machines photograph molten minerals and compute their behaviour in changing states of temperature and pressure, writing out abstractions of their
own minerality.
watch the video here: http://stephencornford.net/diseqm.html

RGB [Radiating Governed Behaviours]

(2019)

all images of installation at the Herbert Museum & Art Gallery for Coventry Biennial 2019

In this kinetic video installation components from digital projectors act both as the subject of the work and
as filters that refract, reflect and re-project their own images onto the surrounding walls. Optical devices
normally used to combine colours and whose operation remains imperceptible to its viewers are here
externalised and slowed down, actively disrupting and redistributing the projection.
The project stems from research into the technics of digital light processing (DLP) projection, noting the
similarity between the colour wheel devised by James Clerk Maxwell to prove the trichromatic basis of
perceptual colour in the nineteenth century, and the filter wheel of a DLP projector. The dissolution of
biological sight into its component colours was diagnosed by an identical mechanism that now resolves
those colours for us in the projected image.
Video documentation: https://vimeo.com/364781033
Co-commissioned by Coventry Biennial and the University of Warwick’s AHRC funded Projection Project.

Saturation Trails

(2018)

installed at Campbell Works, London

installed at Austrian Cultural Forum, London

Saturation Trails consists of three experiments conceived to reveal the materiality of image sensors and the sub-representational architecture of the digital
image. Image sensors were exposed with an infra-red laser, hydrofluoric acid and X-ray radiation. These experiments appropriate laboratory processes
from the optoelectronics industry in which this microelectronic component was developed. The scientific methods used to manufacture and test this
photosensitive microchip are turned against the resulting consumer product: eroding, etching, excavating, and fracturing its silicon substrate. In the process
the opacity of the camera’s electro-optical operation and algorithmic representation are laid bare as it struggles to normalise damage into image.
A ‘saturation trail’ is a technical term used in digital imaging to refer to one of the possible effects of over-exposure in a digital image. If a pixel is overexposed, excess electrons will flood neighbouring pixels in that column, creating a bright trail. This phenomenon can be observed in the laser and acid tests
of Saturation Trails. As a title however it also alludes to the saturation of land with contamination and waste from the manufacture and disposal of media
technologies, to the practice of market saturation common to all consumer electronics and to the saturation of society with technical images.

Saturation Trails [Laser Test]

video still from Laser Test #2

The Laser Assay was conducted over two days at the Optoelectronic Research Centre’s FAST Lab. The
lab is equipped with a laser capable of delivering micro-temporally brief pulses of light with micron
accuracy and thus able to etch an image sensor at the individual pixel scale.

conducting the Laser Test in the FAST Lab

The laser’s 800nm wavelength is invisible to the human eye. Most image sensors, however, are more
sensitive to infra red than the visible spectrum. The cameras used had CCD sensors which readout the
image data in vertical columns across the image, overloading a single pixel is therefore capable of
breaking the whole column.
The laser was panned horizontally across the array, inscribing a permanent horizon across the image.
The objective lens of the laser apparatus was reflected in the glass above the sensor, conflating cause
and effect in the recorded video.
Laser Test #2: https://vimeo.com/216372610

laser pulse damage in the surface of the sensor

Saturation Trails [Acid Test]

sensor after exposure with one drop of hydrofluoric acid

video still from Acid Test #3

conducting the Acid Test in the clean room

The Acid Assay was conducted at the Optoelectronic Research Centre’s Integrated Clean Room. Silicon
is relatively inert and is not affected by most acids, with the exception of hydrofluoric, which is used in
the manufacture of image sensors to etch the conductive paths into the chip using a process similar to
photo-polymer intaglio printmaking.
Hydroflouric acid is moderately reactive with most metals and highly reactive with glass but has no effect
on plastics. The compact cameras were exposed with a single drop of hydrofluoric acid, whereas the
DSLR was exposed with fuming nitric followed by hydrofluoric.
The exposure of a sensor to acid produces a liquid photogram on its surface before attacking the pixel
structure of the image, the readout patterns of CCD and CMOS sensors are rendered visible in grids
etched. During these acid tests the machine eye hallucinates colours without optical referent.
Acid Test #4: https://vimeo.com/282498546

video still from Acid Test #1

Saturation Trails [X-ray Test]

video still from X-ray Test #3

conducting the X-ray Test in the Irradiation Facility

The X-ray Assay was conducted at the Centre for Cancer Immunology’s Irradiation Facility. The facility
is equipped with a Faxitron MultiRad 350, a machine capable of delivering dose-accurate radiation
without the need for protective equipment. Each camera was subjected to a 15 minute exposure during
which the level of radiation was gradually increased. Both cameras imaged the beam as a dappled
noise pattern. As the dosage increases the image appears to pulse, at times seeming to flicker between
different colour spaces as if its auto-white-balance is unable to interpret the signal.
In exhibition these videos are shown alongside appropriated footage from the endoscopic investigation
of the primary containment vessel of Unit 2 at the Fukushima Daiichi Reactor. This juxtaposition presents
the methodical containment possible in the lab alongside a real world example of cameras destroyed by
their over-exposure to radiation. The research involved in this project also led to the essay Photography,
Radiation & Robotics Beyond the Visible: Fukushima which was published in a special issue of the online
journal Continent.
X-ray Test #2: https://vimeo.com/247875613

video stills from inside the Fukushima Daichi reactor

Dark Current Collages

(2019)

Noise in digital photography consists of stray electrons in the camera circuitry, random deviations of colour within a uniform area that are particularly visible
in areas of low light. Our cameras treat them as dirt, smoothing out these discrepancies in the image processing stage. The noise on an image sensor can be
seen in a ‘dark current’ image: a long exposure taken in pitch black that reveals the chromatic noise-field from which our images appear.
The image sensors on space telescopes such as Hubble are exposed to radiation wavelengths invisible to the human eye and largely filtered out by the
earth’s magnetosphere. Astronomers using Hubble’s camera can measure these super- and sub-chromatic wavelengths and render them as visible colour by
ascribing each frequency measured to one of the Red, Green or Blue primaries.
In these collages the background noise of the camera is equated with the background radiation of astronomical instruments. Background noise is measured
with respect to a signal, background radiation in millisieverts annually, they become indistinguishable in the camera’s eye. The noise in the system and the
noise of the solar system both image as dappled colour-fields. Is the difference between the contingent electrons in our technologies and the contingent
signals in our galaxy merely one of scale?

Constant Linear Velocity

(2016)

installation at Onassis Cultural Centre, Athens for Detritus Festival, January 2018.

installed at TURF Projects, London

A kinetic sculpture for used computer cases with automated and amplified optical disc drives. The title
of the work describes the playback of a compact disc: a system in which the further from the centre
the laser moves the disc faster the disc has to spin in order to maintain a consistent audio signal. Here
the technical facts of the compact disc are applied to our rapacious appetite for digital technologies,
which are not to be as immaterial as we have been sold. While our technical progress may appear to be
constant and linear to the listener, the cycles of purchase and disposal spin at ever faster rates towards
the edge of the disc.
Commissioned by Colour Out of Space Festival, Brighton (2016)
Also exhibited at: TURF Projects (Croydon), Detritus Festival (Athens), Le Bon Accueil (Rennes).
video documentation: https://vimeo.com/194416426

detail of electromagnetic coil in disc drive

Destruction of an Image Sensor

(2015-18)

performance at Haus der Electronische Kunste, Basel

An audiovisual performance for an excised Fuji A600 compact camera, handheld lens, mirror, dremel,
CRT monitor, audio feedback system, and my right eye. Drawing from youtube ‘teardowns’ the
performance consists of a live deconstruction of the image sensor from a 6 megapixel compact camera,
revealing the chromatic and geometric architecture of the digital image. Representation dissolves
into digital colour fields while the camera switches between shooting modes in an effort to normalise
its output. Debris is photogrammed onto and animated across the sensor’s surface, emphasising the
physicality of this ubiquitous yet inaccessible technical component.

video stills from various performances

